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[1] Introduction  

World Trade Organization (WTO) which changed into hooked up in 1995, has have become an 

agency to set up robust alternate family members a number of the member nations. “The WTO is 

rightly as referred because the felony and institutional basis of multi-lateral buying and selling 

system…... It is the agency that succeeds the General Agreement of price lists and Trade 

(GATT)” The WTO due to the fact its inception laid high-quality effect on alternate courting a 

number of the member nations. India too have become a part of this agency in 1995 with the aid 

of using distinctive feature of being member of GATT. Different students have distinctive 

opinion on effect of World Trade Organization on Foreign Trade in India. 

A quick evaluation on it's been carried out right here below:  

According to Dasgupta (2004), end result of alternate liberalization in 1991 and the established 

order of World Trade Organization in January 1995 many questions were raised on the 

prevailing and destiny improvement opportunities of the growing nations. The international 

alternate is in reality now no longer primarily based totally on loose and aggressive situations 

withinside the international marketplace as a substitute international marketplace is alternate–

distorting.  

Sidhu and Kaur (2004), discovered that India‟s outside quarter has exhibited a pointy 

transformation due to the fact 1991 while India witnessed a excessive stability of bills crisis. It is 

a reality that there was a significant and giant trade withinside the commodity composition and 

the path of India‟s products exports as nicely imports withinside the publish-liberalization and 

publish-WTO durations however facet with the aid of using facet there was a widening deficit 

withinside the stability of alternate.  

Chawla (2003) says that India being a founder member of GATT (1947) and the WTO (1995) 

has been looking to amplify alternate and monetary family members at the worldwide level. To 

enhance its alternate family members India did actively take part in diverse rounds of alternate 

negotiations. Not best this, it had applied the monetary assets of global monetary establishments 

for over six decades. India has been dealing with numerous alternate regulations from maximum 

of the industrially superior nations. The regulations India does face consist of quantitative 

regulations imposed with the aid of using advanced nations unrealistic requirements, testing, 

leveling and certification, export subsidies, obstacles on offerings, authorities procurement 

regimes and different obstacles.  
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Anil Bhuimali and Satrajit Dutta (2006), the WTO is completely managed with the aid of using 

some industrially superior nations (e.g., America), WTO provisions are for that reason constantly 

manipulated with the aid of using the advanced international. The rich nations of advanced 

international in reality dominate the complete international monetary system. Many of the 

growing nations are locked in a vicious cycle of debt, growing populace, poverty and 

unemployment. The advanced nations of the sector which own best the ¼th of the sector 

populace have eighty percentage of the sector‟s production income.  

Romesh Chand (2002), In the WTO duration international agricultural exports have declined in 

cost phrases, whereas, amount of export has grown. Thus, international alternate in publish WTO 

duration has became out to be beneficial to clients of agricultural merchandise and destructive to 

agricultural producers. Similarly, WTO has been beneficial to internet uploading nations and 

adverse to internet exporters of agricultural merchandise. The decline in cost of agricultural 

exports has been better withinside the case of institution of advanced nations as in comparison to 

the growing nations.  

Devroy, Bibek and Kaushik P.D (1999), In this have a take a observe „Indian Industries Guide to 

WTO‟ mentioned the effect of WTO‟s policies on Indian Agriculture. The authors don't forget 

Agro-meals quarter as industry. The have a take a observe offers with the topics like „Myths and 

Realties‟. „Aggregate size of aid‟ and „Green field policies, „Water measures and their 

implications regarding Indian Agriculture‟. The authors have envisioned that agriculture exports 

with the aid of using the yr 2005 may be round US$ three hundred billion worldwide.. WTO 

policies will cowl approximately 90% of those exports will need to face extra opposition in 

International Market. According to him the coverage –Makers need to take ok coverage 

measures as a way to guard and face Indian agriculture from demanding situations added earlier 

than it with the aid of using WTO.  

[2] International Trade of India Pre WTO Era  

Prior to turning into member of WTO India‟s overseas alternate seemed pretty sluggish. For 

example in 1949-50 imports of India worth Rs.617 crores and exports worth Rs.485 crores. In 

1992- ninety three imports worth Rs.63,375 crores and exports had been cited at Rs.53,688 

crores whilst in 1993- ninety four imports went as much as Rs.73101 crores and exports had 

been cited at Rs.69,751crores in 1993-ninety four. The sample of India‟s exports previous to 

WTO well-knownshows the Common Wealth nations (An agency of nations that was once 

below the political manipulate of United Kingdom) accounted at 54% of general exports in the 

course of the pre-strugglefare duration. United Kingdom (UK) held the maximum outstanding 

role accounting 34% of exports from India. Next in significance had been Japan (9%) and USA 

(8%) France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany collectively accounted of 

approximately 15% of India‟s exports. During the publish-strugglefare durations, alternate with 

Japan and Germany absolutely disappeared. Besides this, strugglefare reduce off European 
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markets particularly UK and this decreased India‟s quantity of exports, But after turning into a 

part of WTO there has been surprising spurt in imports which had been cited at Rs.three,33,907 

crores and cost of exports went as much as Rs. 2,42,435 crores in 2004-05 respectively. It is 

crucial to observe right here that the shape of alternate has additionally gone through trade. 

Earlier the main objects of imports had been meals grains, customer and capital items however 

now India is able to export in conjunction with meals objects spices, rice, and a few different 

non-conventional objects additionally. A examine the referred statistics additionally indicates 

that with the formation of WTO, India‟s cost of exports, though, has long gone up however this 

growth in exports is without a doubt much less in comparison to the growth in imports, An 

crucial characteristic wonderful right here is that wherein India‟s alternate with OECD 

(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) decreased from 54% in 1990-ninety 

one to forty six% in 2003-04 with Europe it decreased from 18% in 1990-ninety one to 2% in 

2003-04 on the only hand, alternatively alternate with different growing and least advanced 

nations (Third World Countries) had distinctive picture. For example alternate with the such 

OPEC (The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) alternate expanded from 6% in 

1990-ninety one to 15% in 2003-04 and different growing and least advanced nations (which 

includes Asia, Africa, Latin America and Caribbean Countries) expanded from 25% in 1990-

ninety one to 37% in the course of 2003-04. In pre WTO duration India‟s overseas alternate 

changed into limited too few nations which includes Russia, UK,USA, India‟s neighbour nations 

and many others. however withinside the publish WTO duration India‟s alternate amplify to 

maximum of the WTO member nations which includes Congo, Mongolia, Niger Nicaragua, 

Rhodesia and many others. The USA changed into the main alternate accomplice in 2003-04 

however most of imports had been from European Union (17%) and Asian nations (17.2 %) of 

the whole imports in 2003-04. While best 7 objects of exports percentage greater than five% 

withinside the international exports. These included; rice, tea and mate, spices, iron ore, pay 

attention medicinal and prescribed drugs merchandise, production of leather, pearls and valuable 

and semi valuable stones.  

[3] International trade of India Post WTO 

Exports in the course of December, 2014 had been worth US $ 25397.seventy four million 

(Rs.159378.forty six crore) and Imports in the course of December, 2014 had been worth US $ 

34832.fifty six million (Rs.218584.seventy seven crore) In 2013-14, there has been precise 

increase of exports to North America (9.1 in line with cent) and Africa (7.2 in line with cent), 

low increase to Europe (four in line with cent) and Asia (1.7 in line with cent), and bad increase 

to Latin America (-20 in line with cent) and the CIS and Baltics (-four.7 in line with cent). While 

export increase to americaA changed into 8.three in line with cent, it changed into simply 2.2 in 

line with cent to the EU 27 due to the slowdown withinside the EU. Exports to the UAE fell to a 

bad -sixteen in line with cent. Exports to Asia nevertheless represent round 50 in line with cent 

of India‟s exports. While India‟s exports to ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations) 

grew with the aid of using a small 0.five in line with cent, exports to South Asia grew robustly 
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with excessive growths to all of the 4 main SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional 

Cooperation) nations, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan, except Bhutan. There changed 

into additionally precise export increase to China and Japan at 9.five in line with cent and 11.7 in 

line with cent respectively. Region-wise, imports from all 5 areas declined, with the best decline 

of-19.three in line with cent in imports from Europe. India‟s alternate at fifty eight in line with 

cent in 2013-14 changed into greater or much less similar to in in advance years. The pinnacle 3 

buying and selling companions of India are China, the us, and the UAE, with the pinnacle slot 

moving among the 3. Export-import ratios reflecting bilateral alternate stability display that India 

had bilateral alternate surplus with 4 nations, specifically the us, UAE, Singapore, and Hong 

Kong, in 2013-14 with excessive growth withinside the export-import ratio with the us. India‟s 

bilateral alternate deficit with Switzerland declined sharply from US$ 31.1 billion in 2012-

thirteen to US$ 17.6 billion in 2013-14 attributable to a fall in gold imports. India has excessive 

and growing bilateral alternate deficit with China, which but fell with the aid of using 6.6 in line 

with cent in 2013-14. Given the developing significance of those Asian giants, India wishes to 

formulate a complete alternate method for China maintaining in view India‟s export capacity in 

China. It indicates that Indian alternate in absolute phrases has risen. The role of exports in GDP 

ratio has progressed. But on the identical time imports in comparison to exports has expanded 

rapidly. This suggests that alternate deficit additionally rose sharply. Though relatively India‟s 

exports role has progressed but India‟s stability of alternate role has remained deficit and this 

without a doubt isn't a considerable while an strive is made to make India economically feasible 

and robust. This is without a doubt a remember of grave challenge for the u . s . as in advance 

additionally and proper from 1947-forty eight to 2013-14, assume for the 2 years 1972-seventy 

three and 1976-seventy seven India‟s stability of price (BOP) role remained deficit and changed 

into taken into consideration a completely dangerous symptom however after turning into 

member of WTO the identical deficit has now no longer lower however has notably expanded. It 

is giant to factor out right here after turning into part of WTO, India‟ alternate hyperlinks with 

different nations has progressed mainly with much less advanced nations this means that that 

during absolute phrases India‟s alternate had progressed as nicely its alternate hyperlink have 

widened. Perhaps this has compensated the deficit, which reputedly does now no longer appear a 

factor of controversy at the primary look. India‟s ought to now no longer confine to have 

alternate hyperlinks with much less expand nations best however additionally enhance alternate 

with expand and growing economies. 

[4] Recommendations  

Following pointers may be made to made our financial system greater aggressive, open and 

advanced one and a wealthy financial system via Foreign Trade and to make WTO to serve the 

Third „international Countries (TWCs) effectively, on the subject of TWCs like India.  

1) Domestic intake of exportable have to be curtailed. 
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2) Domestic inflation have to be saved below check. 

3) Export responsibilities have to be decreased and strategies have to be simplified. 

4) WTO have to pressurize Most Developed Countries (MDCs) forreducing Tariff and NonTariff 

Barriers are nevertheless better. 

5) MDCs have initiated import-substitution coverage for exports of Third international nations 

likeIndia. 

6) The IMF-WB (International Monetary Fund-World Bank) formulation of openness for 

globalization have to be with proper to path withinside. 

7)Export industries have to be modernized and prepared with progressed era. 

8)Terms of alternate for number one merchandise have to be progressed. For this, number one 

merchandise have to be made qualitative and the world over aggressive. 

9) While enforcing TRIMs which offer for identical remedy to overseas companies. The 

Government of respective nations have to receive proper to adjust Foreign Direct Investment, in 

any other case MNCs could seize enormously precedence areas. 

10)To protects the hobbies of the farmers of growing nations like India. WTO have to allows 

participants of those nations positive diploma of safety as fairly better price lists. 

11)Under GATS, advanced nations are securing manipulate in offerings like shipping, transport, 

communication, fitness, education, finance and media and many others wherein growing nations 

have comparative gain in professional and unskilled labour. But MDCs have blocked the loose 

float of labour with the aid of using stringent immigration laws. This fashion have to now no 

longer allow with the aid of using WTO. 

12)The shape of the WTO have to be made equitable in order that advanced nations couldn't 

exert stress over growing nations. 

13) WTO settlement on agriculture prohibits any new subsides and does now no longer deal with 

the hassle of meals insecurity. WTO assumes international surpluses of meals grains. But 

international surpluses do now no longer make sure availability of identical for bad nations and 

might create stability of price issues and meals hassle as PL480 in India, can be used as a 

political weapon. Thus, AOA wishes to be revised withinside the hobby of growing nations as a 

way to permit the subsidies and the problem of meals protection have to be addressed 

adequately. 

14) The maximum demanding element of the functioning of WTO is the dispute agreement 

mechanism wherein best the robust events to dispute have say. The weaker both stays salient or 

loose. This is due to the fact WTO lacks any mechanism for collective motion in opposition to 

the erring participants. Only the weapon is retaliation, which the companions of identical footing 

can use. This problem have to be addressed. 

15) WTO pursuits at Fair Trade. However because the USA‟s Trade Laws 310 to 310 aren't 

consistent, but WTO has allowed them. This violates the goal of truthful alternate. This illness 

wishes to remedy. 

16) Two touchy troubles are regarding labour requirements and surroundings. As labour is 

reasonably-priced in growing nations like India. Thus merchandise also are reasonably-priced 

and demanded enormously in advanced nations e.g. Textile. But being threatened with the aid of 
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using imports, advanced nations limition those imports withinside the plea that the use of ladies 

and kids has produced those merchandise. Thus the problem of toddler labours. Another problem 

is surroundings pollution. Actually 2/third of surroundings has been degraded with the aid of 

using advanced nations however they're setting blame on growing nations for that reason asking 

them to pay for this due to the fact they're bad. This problem have to be addressed with the aid of 

using WTO. It isn't that toddler labour is common best in India. It is likewise in USA, UK, Italy, 

Spain and Portugal. How blacks are maltreated in USA? 

17)Doha announcement agreed on TRIPS and public fitness with a proper to public fitness and a 

clause to drugs for all. However this goal but has now no longer been achieved. This have to be 

carried out. 

18) WTO have to pressurize advanced nations particularly the US and EU to reduce their 

agricultural subsides. 

19)MDCs have to be pressed for era switch to sell fast and self-reliant improvement of LDCs. 

20)The settlement on technical obstacles to alternate calls to global requirements and 

certification to make sure pleasant and sickness loose exportable. However advanced nations are 

the use of this settlement to limition exports of growing nations. The WTO have to make sure 

that the availability isn't misused. 

21)Expenditure on Research and improvement have to be expanded with the aid of using TWCs 

like India. 

22)The advanced nations have to put into effect Integrated Programme for Commodities swiftly 

and create ok not unusual place fund to offer ok charge aid to commodities of LDCs in markets 

call for with the aid of using expand nations. Also those charges aid have to be prolonged to all 

number one merchandise. 

23)WTO have to inspire intending of uncooked cloth for exports in LDCs. 

24)Among imports, the main objects inflicting drain of assets is petroleum, oil and lubricants 

given the restrained confirmed reserves oil, the method calls for. a. Accelerated exploitation of 

home traditional electricity assets, oil, herbal, coal, hydro nuclear energy b. Management of oil 

call for. c. Substitution of herbal for oil merchandise. d. Energy conservation. e. Exploitation of 

renewable assets like forestry, biogas in particular to satisfy the electricity requirement of rural 

communities. f. Intensification of studies and improvement in rising electricity technologies. 

25)LCDs have to be advocated to unite and use all kinds of cooperation of their conflict for 

survival in new WTO regime. 

26)WTO have to cooperate with the International Monetary Fund and international Band for 

upliftment and improvement of backward nations of the 0.33 international. So that they may 

additionally take part in International Trade. The closely indebted nations have to be loose from 

global debt and improvement resource withinside the shape of presents have to be prolonged to 

such nations. 

27)In cooperation with Food and Agriculture Organization the WTO have to make sure that 

every one the bad participants of the Third international have get right of entry to to meals and 

ok shopping energy with them. So meals crises don‟t occur. 
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28)WTO have to make sure that inside all participants every and each citizen of the respective 

member nations get ok meals, secure consuming water, right shelter, get right of entry to fitness 

and clinical facilities, participations in selection making and additionally no gender bias and No 

toddler in risky profession and many others. 
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